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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Carlos Zapata has contributed to the dictionary with 6 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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antología de textos de julio enrique blanco
An anthology is a collection of texts or images of an author or of a town captured by a musician or a painter.  See
below:.  Minerva: the only strictly philosophical content in romance that is Castilian.    .  .  American Spanish: In short,
that Borgese also came to seem anarchic and chaotic, diffusely Mystic philosophy of Bergson.    .  .  .  Goethe in the
Atlantic: Orion already rises above the horizon.  And under it, the mythology, was the largest Can.  The Hunter followed
by the mastiff.  It looked majestic angle Betelegeuse, Procion and Syrian.

dilema de desviación coneptual
The dilemma of conceptual deviation is a choice between two or more concepts that apply to a research itself.

eterno retorno
Some cultures, not only the German, have appeared the cyclic time ( see example ) Carl Young recounts in responses
to Jon, on the divine child and the Apo-Kalypsis, the unavoidable need for a synthesis as rebuttal to the idea of the
eternal return of Jesus Christ.  Leonardo Favio us sings its melody: El Nazareno, who to go to College first must go to
the pre-school.

locura
Madness is an expression commonly used as vicious to falsely argue that it is healthy.  .  .

pereza
The most common caracteristitica that human beings have I would say F.  Nietzsche.  Some doctors as Nathaniel Essex
tried in the nineteenth century, demonstrate the evolutionary changes that are evident in a generation, this was criticized
by Charles Darwin as offensive, and cheap tricks then another doctor which responds to the name: James Xavier, det
uvo the ciniestros experiments of Essex, this however fled and thanks to the hard work of Xavier has been pursued in
the academic cloisters.  This is the importance of education in the world of laziness.  .  .

sindicato
I presume that Union is an activity similar to the philosophizing, this last deserves attention due to the current situation
that some countries are discussed in its legal implementation.  I've seen enough reasons that the current situation lies in
the role that knowledge brings to universal culture! What are you working on? It is the most common question of the. 
Human being.  What is illustration? the age of majority that many congeners do not assume.  This is the subject of any
State. social law.


